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Background

…….

(Trump, Education, Pennsylvania)…

(Trump, Spouse, Ivana)…

(Entity-1, Relation Type, Entity-2)

Unstructured text

Structured Data



Problem Description

 Our task is to recognize entity mentions and extract their 

semantic relations simultaneously from unstructured text. The 

relation words are extracted from a predefined relation set 

which may not appear in the given sentence.

A special triplet extraction: subject and object are both 

entities, predicate is the predefined relation type.



Existing Works

 Pipelined method: 

Named Entity

Recognition

Relation

Extraction

Input

Sentence

The United States president Trump will visit China.

Location Person Location

United States Trump China

{United States, Country-President, Trump }

{China,  None,  Trump }

{United States,  None,   China}

Error Propagation, Produce redundant information



Existing Works

 Typical joint extraction method: 

The United States president Trump will visit China . 

Produce redundant information

Input

Sentence

Named Entity

Recognition

Relation

Extraction

The United States president Trump will visit China

Location Person Location

Country-President

{United States, Country-President, Trump }

{China,  None,  Trump }

{United States,  None,   China}



Overview of Our Work

Tagging

Scheme
End-to-End

Tagging Model

Input

Sentence
Result

 Tagging scheme transforms the extraction problem into a 

tagging task.

 An end-to-end tagging model is used to extract the results.



The Tagging Scheme

 Word position in the entity  { B (begin), I (inside), E (end),  S (single) }

 Relation type information { CF, CP, ….}

 Relation role information { 1 (entity 1), 2 (entity 2)}

The special tags consist of three parts:



From Tag Sequence To Extracted Results

 Entities with the same relation type are combined into a triplet.

 If a sentence contains two or more triplets with the same relation type, 

we combine every two entities into a triplet based on the nearest 

principle.



The End-to-end Model for Tagging

 A Bi-LSTM Encoding Layer.

 A LSTM Decoding Layer.

 A Biased Objective Function.



The End-to-end Model for Tagging

 The LSTM memory block in Bi-LSTM Encoding Layer.



The End-to-end Model for Tagging

 The LSTM memory block in LSTMd decoding Layer.



The End-to-end Model for Tagging

 The Biased Objective Function.



Experimental setting

 Dataset: The public dataset NYT  (New York Times news) [1]

 The training corpus was heuristically labeled using distant supervision 

method without manually labeling. 

 The test set is manually labeled to ensure its quality.

 The training data contains 353k triplets, and the test set contains 3,880 

triplets. Besides, the size of relation set is 24.

 Evaluation

 Precision/recall and f‐measure for triplet  (entity1; relation; entity2)

 Head offsets of two entity mention + relation type

[1] Cotype: Joint extraction of typed entities and relations with knowledge bases (2017 WWW)



Experimental setting

 Baselines:

 The pipelined methods: the NER results are obtained by CoType [1]

 DS-logistic (Mintz et al., 2009) 

 LINE (Tang et al., 2015)

 FCM (Gormley et al., 2015)

 The jointly extracting methods:

 DS-Joint (Li and Ji, 2014)

 MultiR (Hoffmann et al., 2011)

 CoType  (Ren et al., 2017)

 The end-to-end tagging model: 

 LSTM-CRF   (Lample et al., 2016) 

 LSTM-LSTM (Vaswani et al., 2016)

[1] Cotype: Joint extraction of typed entities and relations with knowledge bases (2017 WWW)



Performance Comparison

 The jointly extracting methods are better than pipelined methods, and the 

tagging methods are better than most of the jointly extracting methods.

 The precisions of the end-to-end models are significantly improved. But 

only LSTM-LSTM-Bias can be better to balance the precision and recall.



Predicted Results on Triplet’s Elements

 Compare (E1,E2) with single E: some of the predicted entities do not form 

a pair.

 Compare (E1,E2) with Triplet : some of the test data is predicted to be 

wrong because the relation type is predicted to be wrong.

 E1 and E2 represent the performance on predicting each entity, respectively.

 Regardless of relation type, if the head offsets of two corresponding entities 

are both correct, the instance of (E1, E2) is correct.



The Ratio of Single Entity

 The single entities refer to those who cannot find their 

corresponding entities.

 LSTM-LSTM-Bias can effectively associate two entities when compared 

LSTM-CRF and LSTM-LSTM.



The Effect of Bias Parameter

 If  bias parameter is too large, it will affect the precision 

of prediction and if is too small, the recall will decline. 



Case Study --- (1)

 S1 represents the situation that the distance between the two 

interrelated entities is far away from each other, which is more 

difficult to detect their relationships.



Case Study --- (2)

 S2 is a negative example that shows these methods may 

mistakenly predict one of the entity.



Case Study --- (3)

 S3 is a case that models can predict the entities’ head offset 

right, but the relational role is wrong.



Conclusions & Future Work

 A novel tagging scheme is proposed to jointly extract 

entities and relations, which can easily transform the 

extraction problem into a tagging task. 

 A jointly learning method:  no error propagation,  

 Modeling  triplet directly: no redundant information.

 An end-to-end tagging model is proposed to extract results.

 Enhance the association between related entities. 

 Future work: Based on the tagging scheme, then develop the 

end-to-multiple-end model to settle the triplet overlapping 

problem.
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